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ABSTRACT
Intelligent transport systems (ITS) rely on V2X communication for allowing coordination and cooperation of traffic participants and increasing traffic efficiency and safety. Communication between traffic participants needs to be secured, especially with respect to authenticity and integrity. Further, a high level of privacy-preservation needs to be ensured. The current European ITS system relies on the use of pseudonym certificates to achieve trust and security while providing a high level of privacy by ensuring un unlinkability of messages in the long term. This paper sets out to investigate whether privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials (ABCs) constitute a viable alternative or complement to the current approach. In particular, this paper focuses on the use case of high-density platooning and investigates the applicability of ABCs in that context.
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• Security and privacy → Pseudonymity, anonymity and untraceability;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Currently, road traffic is plagued by inefficiencies in traffic flow and a death toll that, while generally decreasing, still adds up to several thousand every year. For instance, in Germany, almost 3200 people lost their lives in traffic accidents in 2017. To address these problems, the European Union has established a strategy to foster cooperative intelligent transportation systems (C-ITS) [14]. The strategy aims at increasing traffic efficiency and safety through communication between traffic participants. This includes the communication between vehicles (V2V), vehicles and infrastructure such as traffic light signals (V2I) and vehicles and back end, cloud or edge cloud systems (V2N). The afore-listed communication modes are often subsumed under the general term “vehicle-to-everything communication” (V2X).

A broad variety of use cases for V2X has been established in the European C-ITS strategy [14] and, currently, so-called Day-1 use cases are being implemented and deployed. Those use cases encompass hazardous location information and in-vehicle signage but no communication directly effecting actuation. For example, in the road works warning use case, V2X messages are used to notify drivers of road works lying ahead, possibly unrecognizably located behind curves of the road. Besides these solely warning-oriented use cases, more challenging use cases and applications are being researched. Among those are collaborative maneuvering, traffic light coordination or (high-density) platooning. In platooning [2], several vehicles drive in a single file in close succession with the goal to save energy by exploiting slipstream effects. While platooning often refers to the platooning of trucks, it is not restricted to commercial vehicles but could also be performed by passenger cars.

Obviously, connected vehicles and C-ITS face challenges regarding security and privacy. In order to cooperate with each other or to warn each other, vehicles are envisaged to broadcast a multitude of information with high frequency. In Europe, this is intended to be achieved by the constant broadcasting of so-called Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs), which contain information on speed, position, vehicle type, heading, last positions and many more properties regarding a vehicle’s status [16]. CAMs are envisioned to be sent with a frequency of 10Hz and, clearly, some of the transmitted information constitutes personal data (cf. [1]). Consequently, data protection regulation applies and measures to protect vehicle owners’ and drivers’ privacy need to be in place.

Further, C-ITS need to be secured and a trust architecture needs to be in place in order to protect message integrity, authenticity and, where applicable, confidentiality. This also includes the necessity of authentication and authorization of participating vehicles. In order to ensure the fulfillment
of these security goals while at the same time protecting participants’ privacy, a security and trust architecture featuring a public key infrastructure (PKI) has been specified [13]. However, while the architecture facilitates trust in the system’s participants and does provide a high level of privacy protection, it is also highly complex and exhibits further shortcomings (see Section 2.1).

This paper sets out to investigate alternative approaches towards privacy-friendly authentication for platooning. In particular, we focus on privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials (ABCs)³ and investigate their suitability to be utilized in security and privacy concepts for high-density platooning. In the following section, we provide basic information on security and privacy in C-ITS and high-density platooning. Section 3 provides a brief introduction to privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials. In Section 4, we investigate the state of the art regarding privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials in the V2X domain. We propose an application of privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials for securing platoon booking in a privacy-friendly manner in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN PLATOONING

In the following, we first provide a basic overview on privacy and security in C-ITS. Subsequently, we introduce high-density platooning and discuss its security and privacy requirements.

2.1 C-ITS

Cooperative intelligent transport systems (C-ITS) are envisaged to increase traffic efficiency and safety [14]. To achieve these goals, messages exchanged within the system need to be protected against manipulation. Further, it must be ensured that only authorized participants are able to send messages and only properly authorized participants are able to send special messages, e.g., messages indicating that the sender is an emergency vehicle. As described above, a PKI-approach is utilized in the European Strategy on C-ITS to facilitate integrity and authenticity, as well as privacy protection. Slightly different, but largely harmonized, PKI architectures are utilized in the US and the EU, with the European version specified by ETSI in [13] being depicted in Figure 1.

As can be seen in the figure, the ETSI ITS PKI architecture comprises three types of authorities. The Root CA acts as trust anchor for the whole PKI and issues certificates to Enrollment Authority (EA) and Authorization Authority (AA). Enrollment Authorities are responsible for providing authorized ITS stations with credentials they can use to demonstrate that they are authorized to send specific types of V2X messages. To that end, ITS stations are issued Enrollment Credentials (ECs). Using their EC, ITS stations can obtain Authorization Tickets (ATs) from Authorization Authorities. To obtain ATs, the ITS station does not disclose the EC to the AA. Rather, it transmits its EC in encrypted form to the AA, which lets the EA verify whether the ITS station is authorized to obtain the requested ATs.

Authorization Tickets are the certificates an ITS station uses to sign the V2X messages it sends⁴ and do not contain static identifiers of the ITS station. Hence, an ITS station can sign messages while at the same time not revealing its long-term identity (EC) but only a temporary pseudonym (contained in the AT).

This way the separation of EA and AA aims at increasing ITS stations’ privacy by enabling them to trustworthy sign messages without the need to reveal their identity. Receiving ITS stations can still trust in the authenticity and legitimacy of received messages, as ATs are only issued to ITS stations that have been authorized to send the respective messages by an EA, which in turn has been authorized to enroll ITS stations by a commonly trusted Root CA.

In order to reduce the risk of long-term traceability, i.e., linkability of messages sent over time, ITS stations need to regularly change their ATs. For the European C-ITS, the strategy for changing ATs is defined in the C-ITS Platform’s Security Policy [15]. Obviously, to actually preserve privacy, a change of ATs needs to be conducted simultaneously with a change of all other identifiers used by a vehicle in V2X communication, e.g., MAC address, IP address and other identifiers. However, while this is doable in principle, it is rather hard to realize in practice and the pseudonym change approach cannot provide unlinkability under all circumstances [28].

2.2 High-Density Platooning

High-density platooning is the linking of vehicles such that they drive in very close succession in order to benefit from fuel savings by exploiting slipstream effects. Figure 2 provides an overview on the platooning life-cycle.

For platoon candidates (PC) to find a suitable platoon, a platoon booking process, controlling the registration of PCs, can be integrated into the traditional route planning. Different booking approaches exist, e.g., ad-hoc, static and dynamic booking [2]. However, Bhoopalam et al. [2] note that ad-hoc platooning will play a smaller role due to its limitation regarding finding optimal platoons. Hence, in this paper we will focus on static booking, meaning trips in platoons are planned before the platoon starts. After a PC is assigned to a fitting platoon and holds all necessary information, it can join the platoon. In the “Join” phase of the platoon life-cycle the PC negotiates with the platoon management system (which can be located, e.g., in the lead vehicle or in the cloud) the parameters and cryptography keys to be used by the platoon members (PLMs) for intra-platoon communication to protect against external attackers. After successful joining the PC becomes a PLM as well. During the “Maintain Platoon”

³As this paper only investigates privacy-preserving attribute-based credentials we will use the shorter term attribute-based credentials (or the abbreviation: ABCs) in order to enhance readability.⁴In order to increase readability, we use the phrase “to sign a message with a certificate” instead of the more correct one: “to sign a message with the private key which belongs to the public key certified with the certificate”.
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phase, the PLMs drive as a platoon until the platoon dissolves. Individual PLMs can also leave the platoon without the platoon being dissolved, provided more than one PLM remains in the platoon.

Figure 2: Platooning life-cycle

In order to achieve a stable platoon and to be able to safely perform driving with very short distances, PLMs need to synchronize their driving behavior and, hence, constantly communicate with each other. Obviously, this communication needs to be secured. However, the security and privacy requirements for platoon communication are not necessarily identical with those of general C-ITS use cases, particularly not with those of Day-1 use cases, which do not include safety-critical communication. In the following, security and privacy requirements for platoon communication are briefly introduced.

Integrity of platoon communication is as relevant as integrity of general V2X communication in order to prevent the manipulation of messages. It is particularly important as forged messages (e.g., regarding a new target speed or demanding an emergency brake action) could very easily lead to severe accidents in case of PLMs driving in very close succession.

Authenticity and authorization are also equally relevant in platooning as in other C-ITS use cases. In particular, potential platoon members need to be able to demonstrate that they are suited to drive within a specific platoon, e.g., with respect to their brake path, weight, length and other properties. Further, it might be necessary to demonstrate the authorization to take on specific roles within a given platoon, for example, as the lead vehicle. Moreover, authenticity will also be necessary in case of business models where platoon members reimburse each other, for instance, to compensate for fuel saving effects. Authenticity and identifiability will also be relevant in case of accidents.

In contrast to Day-1 use cases where messages are mostly broadcasted to be read by everyone, confidentiality is required in platooning. For example, forwarding companies need to protect information relating to fleet management, route optimization or pricing schemes. Highly efficient confidentiality protection mechanisms are required as delays in intra-platoon communication will lead to an increase in the minimum distance required between vehicles for safety reasons and, hence, a decrease in fuel saving potential.

Unlinkability and privacy protection are relevant in platooning, but platoon members will have to be able to link each other’s messages during the platoon’s lifetime. However, external tracking of platoon members needs to be prevented not only for reasons of drivers’ privacy, but also to protect business-critical information in case of commercial platoons, e.g., routes, start and end points of platoon members.

The EU ITS trust model and PKI architecture in combination with a respective pseudonym change strategy can be used to address the above-listed requirements. However, platooning might benefit from or even require additional means for authentication and authorization. For example, information on authorization to act as lead vehicle is very specific and might not necessarily need to be included into general ITS certificates. Further, communication with private entities such as fleet managers (see, e.g., [12]), which are not necessarily integrated into the EU C-ITS security architecture would require further measures.

*Figure used with permission of ETSI. ©European Telecommunications Standards Institute 2018. Further use, modification, copy and/or distribution are strictly prohibited.*
Attribute-based credentials seem to be a promising approach to the authenticity and authorization challenges in ITS and platooning. Recently, they have gained increased attention as potential solution to the privacy challenges in V2X communication. In the following, we investigate attribute-based credentials (ABCs) with respect to their applicability in platooning and their suitability for integration into existing security concepts for platooning.

3 ATTRIBUTE-BASED CREDENTIALS

Credential systems are deployed to allow users to obtain credentials from a trusted credential issuer and to demonstrate the possession of these credentials to a verifier, who also trusts the issuer. Anonymous or pseudonymous credential systems aim at providing this functionality while preserving users‘ privacy by providing unlinkability of users‘ credential demonstrations. Pseudonymous credential systems have been subject to research for several decades, with seminal work on the subject having been presented by Chaum already in the 1980s [8].

In attribute-based credential systems, users obtain credentials and prove the possession of those credentials without necessarily revealing the values contained within them. For example, such systems can allow users to prove that they are of legal age without disclosing their birth date or actual age [7]. Two main classes of approaches towards attribute-based credentials exist: those based on blind signatures (e.g., U-Prove [22]) and those based on zero-knowledge proofs (e.g., Idemix [7] or Persiano’s approach [24]). A blind signature scheme allows an entity to sign a message without knowing the content of the message. A zero-knowledge proof confirms that an entity has knowledge of a certain value, without disclosing or transmitting that value itself. Figure 3 provides a generic overview on the entities in an ABC system and their interactions.

If needed, attribute-based credentials can be used for key binding, where “a credential can be bound to a user’s secret key, i.e., it cannot be used without knowing the secret key” [4]. That way, ABCs can be used “somewhat analogous to traditional public-key certificates, […] but unlike traditional public-key certificates, a Privacy-ABC is not bound to a unique public key: it is only bound to a unique secret key” [4]. The “secret key can be used to derive pseudonyms, which behave like public keys corresponding to the […] secret key, in the sense that a verifier can check that a user knows the secret key” [21]. However, “arbitrarily many unlinkable pseudonyms [can be derived from a secret key], in the sense that a verifier cannot tell whether two pseudonyms originated from the same […] secret key” [21]. Such pseudonyms can be included in an ABC presentation token which thus proves that the credential is bound to the corresponding secret key.

Different constructions of ABC schemes have been proposed over time. One-show constructions [9], [20] allow credentials to be shown only once and for each service and point in time a new credential needs to be created. This is expensive and resource consuming. In later work, approaches for multiple un-linkable presentations of one credential to one or more parties were proposed [6], [24], [27]. These so-called multi-show credentials, which can be used more than once, provide the advantage of lower cost (time and computing resources), since the issuing organization does not need to be involved every time a credential is shown. At the core of the multi-show idea lies the principle that to get the credential certified, a user only needs to get into contact with the issuing organization once. This improves efficiency as only one certificate is needed for different services and different times. Additionally, these schemes also ensure unlinkability during a proof of possession in the protocol. Furthermore, sharing credentials with other users can be disincentivized by including a valuable external secret (e.g., credit card PIN). In case a user wanted to transfer the credential certificate, she would also need to make this data available [7].

4 STATE OF THE ART IN ATTRIBUTE-BASED CREDENTIALS FOR V2X

Traditionally, attribute-based credentials are used or envisaged to be used for identity management and access control in domains such as eCommerce or online chats8. However, the above-described characteristics of ABCs also seem to be useful for ensuring authenticity and authorization in V2X communication while possibly providing better privacy protection than the current approach based on periodic pseudonym change.

As described above, attribute-based credentials are designed for specific use cases where a user needs to demonstrate possession of a credential or possession of certain attributes certified in the credential. Clearly, this makes ABCs conceptually well suited for V2X use cases where users need to demonstrate some authorization information or that they exhibit some attribute (e.g., having paid some fee or being authorized to platoon with vehicles of type t1, t2 and t3 but not t4) without necessarily revealing the actual attribute values or information. Further, in V2V communication as envisaged in the EU ITS, the certificates used to sign messages attest that a vehicle is authorized to participate in the ITS in general and, specifically, to send particular messages types (application IDs) [14]. Prima facie and as described below, both of this can theoretically be achieved using ABCs.

Generally, two main approaches to integrate ABCs into the existing ETSI ITS trust architecture (see above) lend themselves to further investigation:

1. ABCs could be used to replace the pseudonym certificates currently used in ITS, either in general or for specific use cases and applications.
2. ABCs could be used in specific steps of the existing certificate management, e.g., to demonstrate a vehicle’s authorization to obtain ATs (cf. [17]), thereby replacing the currently used ECs.

8See, e.g., https://www.urich.ibm.com/identity_mixer/
Attribute-based credential systems for V2X communication have indeed become subject to increased research during recent years. However, ABCs for vehicular communications are still sparsely researched and only few publications on the topic can be found.

An overview and extensive survey on pseudonym schemes in VANETs in general has been presented by Petit et al. [25]. They focus particularly on V2V communication and do not further consider V2N communication such as communication between platoon members and a platoon management system. They identify four rough categories of approaches towards pseudonymization for V2V:

- Pseudonym schemes based on symmetric cryptography
- Pseudonym schemes based on asymmetric cryptography
- Pseudonym schemes based on identity-based cryptography
- Pseudonym schemes based on group signatures

However, while they provide a broad overview on pseudonym schemes for VANETs, they do not consider ABCs.

In contrast, de Fuentes et al. [10] provide a VANET-focused analysis of attribute-based credential systems. In particular, they analyze three “representative” [10] ABC techniques: Idemix [7], U-Prove [22] and a VANET-adjusted variant of Persiano’s approach [18]. The authors analyze these approaches regarding their applicability in road traffic services by first investigating which applications from the ITS Basic Set of Application (see ETSI TR 102 638) would benefit from the usage of ABCs. They identify Cooperative Navigation, Location-based Services and Communities Services (see ETSI TR 102 638) as viable candidates for the usage of ABCs. Active Road Safety applications are not considered suitable candidates. Subsequently, de Fuentes et al. investigate the suitability of the three analyzed ABC approaches in the context of the selected applications with respect to conceptual fit and performance. They find that Idemix is the best fit, with U-Prove following relatively close behind and the adjusted Persiano approach lagging far behind. However, only “Day-1 applications” [14] (see Section 1) and use cases without direct safety-relevance are considered.

As can be seen, neither of the extensive surveys performed by Petit et al. and de Fuentes et al. consider ABCs for authentication of messages in safety-related V2V communication. Rather, ABCs are considered (if at all) viable approaches for applications which do not have direct impact on safety and, therefore, do not have to satisfy high performance and low latency requirements. It is to be discussed whether this is a result of ABCs’ performance or of conceptual misalignment of ABCs for usage in safety-relevant applications in V2V communication.

Gonzalez-Tablas et al. [18] focus on the authorization of vehicles and data protection. They use ABCs for verification of administrative documentation of vehicles “while guaranteeing minimal disclosure information [sic!] of the private attributes encoded in the credentials and unlinkability between different credential shows” [18]. Their work is based on Persiano’s approach, which they modified to be non-interactive and to additionally allow the validation of different credentials kept “by the same entity and encoding the same private attribute (cross-credential proving)” [18]. The proposed system makes use of a “specific set of pseudonym-based certificates” to retrieve “identity of vehicles unobservant of mandatory requirements” [18]. Further, the authors claim that it is able to collect non-repudiation evidence of such participants in the system, and they are able to revoke the authorizations. They also state, in an exemplary setup, that the system is able to issue an anonymous credential in 188ms. They consider Idemix.

Figure 3: Entities in an ABC system and their interactions (adapted from [4])
and U-Prove inapplicable due to their revocation attributes. Idemix uses white-listing revocation based on accumulation which is, according to [18], not efficient in the V2X scenario due to scalability issues. Revocation in U-Prove can only be achieved if untraceability is not required, which does not apply to V2X.

As described above, on a conceptual level ABCs do seem to be well suited for safety-relevant V2V use cases. Hence, and hardly surprising, several authors addressed using ABCs for securing safety-relevant V2V communication. Singh and Fhom [26] provide protocols for using ABCs for signing and verifying V2V and V2I messages, where vehicles and RSUs act as provers and verifiers. The authors build upon Idemix [7] and provide a proof-of-concept implementation of their approach. Huang [19] presents and implements the CLIBA authentication scheme, which constitutes a modified version of Idemix adjusted to the V2X domain. However, in both approaches, verification requires high computational overhead and message sizes are large which leads to them being “prohibitively inefficient” [17] for the envisaged use cases [3].

Neven et al. [21] aim at addressing, among others, these performance issues. They propose a “generic approach of C-ITS based on Privacy-preserving Attribute-Based Credentials” [21]. The presented approach builds upon the PRESERVE security architecture [23] to which the European ITS security and trust architecture corresponds and can “to a certain extent be seen as a generalization of the direct cryptographic scheme of Singh & Fhom” [26]. In contrast to Singh & Fhom’s approach and the EU ITS security architecture, the presented scheme uses an ABC issued by a Pseudonym Authority to locally generate and sign pseudonym certificates. To that end, the ABC acting as a short-term credential includes an attribute indicating a validity period. The ABC is used to generate a presentation token that reveals the period and to “sign” a locally generated public key. Finally, the secret key corresponding to the generated public key is used to sign messages such as CAMs and DENMs and the presentation token is used as part of the pseudonym certificate. Further attributes could be integrated into the ABC to signal further vehicle properties, e.g., such regarding authorizations to participate in platooning. Neven et al.’s approach also supports identification and revocation of misbehaving vehicles. While the presented approach should be more performant than the approach presented by Singh & Fhom due to not using ABCs to directly sign messages but to certify public key pseudonyms, Neven et al. do not present an implementation of their scheme and no performance analysis. They argue that “currently available Privacy-ABC implementations are unlikely to meet the efficiency requirements of practical C-ITS scenarios, especially in term of signature size” [21].

As can be seen, the very few existing schemes for utilizing ABCs for securing safety-relevant V2X communication seem not to satisfy the high performance requirements of these ITS use cases. On the one hand, ABC-based signatures lead to large message sizes (cf. e.g. [19]). On the other hand, computational overhead of ABC token generation and verification is higher than for standard signatures [21], [19].

Still, this does not mean that ABCs can not be beneficial in V2X communication. As described above, ABCs can not only be used to act as a means to authenticate V2V messages. They can also be used for non-safety critical (and potentially seldom performed) V2N communication, e.g., for obtaining specific ATs, ECs or other credentials. For example, Förster et al. [17] introduce PUCA, a pseudonym scheme where vehicles utilize n-show credentials [5] (which can be enhanced with attributes) to authenticate against AAs in order to obtain ATs. In the PUCA, privacy takes precedence over accountability, i.e., while revocation of pseudonyms is supported, de-pseudonymization is possible only with the pseudonym holder’s collaboration. The proposed scheme is in general compatible with the current European ITS system and only changes pseudonym issuance.

Büttner & Huss [3] provide an approach that is somewhat similar to that presented by Förster et al. They present an approach in which vehicles use ABCs to obtain service-specific ATs for non-safety services. They provide an extension of the EU ITS PKI where EAs or, alternatively, a trusted third party (TTP) issues ABCs, which in turn are used to obtain service-specific ATs from a service provider. The ATs are used to signal authorization regarding service usage and, optionally, to indicate payment.

5 ABCS IN PLATOON BOOKING

As shown above, ABCs are not well suited for authentication in safety-critical, low latency communication. However, as already mentioned, platooning does not exclusively require low latency intra-platoon communication but also relies on communication between PCs or PLMs and (central) management systems external to the platoon. This communication does not necessarily have the same strict latency requirements as the communication used to coordinate PLMs’ driving behavior. These lesser critical (from a safety perspective) communication can, for example, occur between platoon candidates and a platoon booking system (cf. [11]), a platoon and some central management system operated by a forwarding company or between a platoon and other central systems, e.g., such for fleet management. We consider these communication paths viable candidates for the usage of ABCs. In the following, we focus on the use case of a central booking system (see Section 2.2) and substantiate our assessment.

The primary data protection challenge associated with a central booking system relates to the linkability of different booking events. We consider the booking system a system-based “attacker” (honest but curious). Due to its position and tasks, the attacker will be able to identify participants and learn about trips taken by a vehicle across different platoons. This information can be used to spy on certain vehicles and forwarding companies and for example learn about their customers, utilization, or maybe even the goods transported (e.g. critical or dangerous goods). Hence, the goal is to protect against linkability of different trips booked by one participant (i.e. one specific vehicle). We also need to consider that information about a truck (especially what
kind of goods the truck is transporting, its planned route and position inside the running platoon) would allow targeted attacks on the truck (e.g. robbery or acts of terrorism).

In principle it would be possible to use a secure multi-party computation scheme or a scheme based on homomorphic encryption to create platoons without revealing sensitive information to the booking system. However, these schemes are known to have very high computational and communication complexity and are therefore infeasible from a practical point of view. Another approach would be to run the booking system within a trusted execution environment (TEE) (e.g. based on Intel SGX). This would ensure that the information learned by the booking system cannot be misused. However, this approach would require to trust the manufacturer of the TEE as well as the software of the booking system. Therefore, we propose using ABCs to avoid the disclosure of sensitive information. ABCs can be used to selectively present the information needed by the booking system without disclosing additional information. Furthermore, remember that, depending on the ABC approach, presenting the same credential multiple times or presenting different credentials issued to the same entity cannot be linked by the entity verifying the credentials.

In particular, we consider a booking system as depicted in Figure 4 and described in the following.

(1) To be able to prove their authorization to take part in platooning, vehicles (platooning candidates (PCs)) receive credentials ($p_i$) issued centrally by a public body. This body can, for instance, be a governmental motor transport authority. Moreover this body will issue additional credentials which can be used by a PC to prove certain safety-relevant parameters of the vehicle (e.g. braking power, weight without payload, maximum payload).

(2) $p_{ci}$ is presented to the platoon booking system (PBS) by $PC_i$ together with the starting point, end point, and time frame of the planned route.

(3) The PBS verifies the correctness of $p_{ci}$.

(4) After collection of all PCs’ inquiries, based on the received start points, end points and time frames, the PBS creates a list of possible platoons. The PBS publishes that list.

(5) A PC selects an appropriated platoon and sends a booking request to the PBS. This booking request again contains the credential ($p_{ci}$).

(6) After the PBS has received the booking requests from the PCs it updates the list of possible platoons, removing any platoon for which an insufficient number of booking requests have been made.

(7) For each remaining platoon the PBS checks whether the PCs are compatible, i.e., if the properties of the involved vehicles allow to form a platoon (speed, weight, braking power etc.). To that end, the PBS asks the respective PCs for the credentials to prove that they fulfill the necessary requirements, e.g., “top speed $\geq 70$ km/h”.

(8) Each $PC_i$ shows the requested credentials $r_{ci}$.

(9) The PBS checks the received answers and, in case of requirements fulfillment, adds the PCs to the fitting platoon.

(10) A platoon joining credential $j_{ci}$ is finally sent to each $PC_i$. This credential will later on be presented by the PC to the platoon management system to prove that the PC is allowed to join the given platoon, i.e., to become a platoon member.

In the “booking stage”, vehicles (platooning candidates (PCs)) first need to prove to the booking system their authorization to take part in platooning (step 2). We assume that a respective credential is issued centrally by a public body, for instance a governmental motor transport authority. The authority also issues credentials that include safety-relevant parameters (e.g. braking power, weight without payload, maximum payload). While it would require checking the vehicle before every issuance, the authority could additionally issue short-lived credentials that include less static attributes such as current payload weight or hazard class. Second, starting point, destination and time frame is presented to the booking system. Further parameters of the platooning candidate are checked later on by the booking system (step 9) to ensure all requirements to join a specific platoon are satisfied.

In our proposal, credentials are constructed in such a way to not reveal identifiable information and that they not necessarily disclose exact parameter values. For instance, PCs can present a range for the speed with which they are able to safely perform platooning (“my maximal speed is above 70km/h”) instead of the exact maximal speed. Platoon candidates could also prove that they belong to a limited set of specific forwarding companies. Remember that the credential itself contains the exact values - but what is proven to the verifier is only a “yes/no”-answer to a question (e.g., regarding maximal speed). Further, the booking system can define different classes of requirements for different classes of platoons or vehicles, e.g., “with a weight of 8 metric tonnes (t) the braking power needs to be at least $x$” or “with a weight of 10t the breaking power needs to be at least $y$”. Using ABCs, the platooning candidate can prove that it fulfills these requirements without giving away its exact maximal speed, payload, weight, braking power or other attributes, thus making it harder for the attacker to uniquely identify the participant. Besides mandatory information, optional information can be included to improve the results of finding possible platoons. However, each candidate needs to decide if the additional information fits its data protection profile, meaning it will not expose itself more than individually desirable regarding linkability and secret information.

If, in our proposed system, a platoon candidate $PC_i$ fulfills all requirements and can be booked into a suitable platoon, a credential $j_{ci}$ is issued by the booking system allowing the platoon candidate to join a specific platoon (step 10). This credential will provide unlinkability between the booking process and the joining process. After presenting its credential to the platoon management system in order to be allowed to
join the platoon, a PC negotiates the platooning parameters and cryptographic keys used for securing intra-platoon communication directly with the platoon management system as mentioned in Section 2.2. Note, that we do not utilize ABCs for authentication of messages exchanged during platooning, i.e., in the “maintain platoon” phase. Hence, safety-critical intra-platoon messages are authenticated using other means, e.g., more traditional mechanisms such as Message Authentication Codes (MACs) or signatures. On the one hand, using ABCs would require rather high computational power (each member broadcasts platoon control messages with a frequency of 10 Hz). On the other hand, we do not see a real advantage of using ABCs. We assume that throughout the “maintain platooning” phase platoon members can identify each other anyhow due to the physical proximity of the vehicles and the visibility of identifiers such as license plates.

In our scenario and approach, ABCs can further be used for increased privacy preservation within platooning-specific compensation schemes. As the vehicle in the first position of the platoon will not be able to benefit from platooning, i.e., will not benefit from slipstream effects, following PLMs might need to pay the lead vehicle’s operator for the privilege to platoon. While regularly switching positions could also be imagined, it will decrease the efficiency of the system and might negatively impact the overall traffic flow on the road. To the best of our knowledge, no solution proposals regarding privacy-preserving compensation schemes tailored to platooning exist in the literature. The linkability issues obviously also apply to compensation-related transactions, as a participant might use a unique ID (e.g. credit card number, or other identifier) which will allow the attacker to link transactions. Attribute-based credentials can facilitate a compensation system (e.g. financially or point based) which will make it hard for an attacker to link transactions. A basis for this system could be, for example, digital money based on ABCs as mentioned in [6].

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have analyzed the literature corpus on the usage of attribute-based credentials in the V2X domain. Based on our analysis, we argued that attribute-based credentials are ill-suited for securing safety-critical communication between members of a platoon. However, we have shown that ABCs can be utilized for increasing unlinkability in communication between a platoon and central systems for platoon management or booking. To do so, we proposed an ABC-based approach towards platoon booking and briefly discussed the usage of ABCs for platoon-internal compensation schemes.

We aim at providing a prototypical implementation of our proposal and a detailed evaluation of its performance and privacy properties in future work. Further, it is our intention to investigate privacy-preserving compensation schemes for platooning in more detail.
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